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Editorials this Week
The Australian basketball team
threatens to pull out, if Magic Johnson
plays in the Olympics.

..

"

.,

Sports This· Week

Features This Week

Can sports and the military
improve on race relations?
Read 'In this Corner.'

How much do . you remember
about the '70s? Take our trivia
test this week.
See Features/ page 6

See Editorials/ page 3
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A Look Back- MLK Remembered By All
by Matt Forsythe

.

Current news reporter
The director of UM-St. Louis'
Equal Opportunity Office said Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. should be remembered not only for his efforts in
the Civil Rights Movement, but for
his protest of the Vietnam War and
working for the advancement of
women' s rights.
Norman Seay said King was "a
man for all peoples and a man f<x' all
seasons."
Seay's comments were echoed by
other speakers, as UM-St. Louis
closed classes last Monday andapened
the J.C. Penney Auditorium to celebrate King's birthday.
The event was sponsored by the
Equal Opportunity Office. .
Monday's event began with a
speech from Anath T. Boone, chairperson emeritus of the AfricanAmerican Alumni Chapter of the UMSt Louis Alumni Association.
Booth said King should be remembered as a man who gave his life
to love and to serve humanity.
The audience that filled the J.C.
Penney Auditorium rallied when the
Rev.
W. McDowell, Jr., Bssoci- -ate pastor of the Solomon Temple
Missionary Baptist Church, began his
invocation.
The prayers were followed by REFLECTING: In 1974, 8t. Louis
· songs presented by the University
Singers and the Roosevelt High Missouri system to recognize the
School Jazz Ensemble. Together they holiday. This is the fIrst year the
sang "My COlIDtry 'Tis of Thee" and entire system closed down in celebra"Lift Every Voice and Sing." These tion.
songs and voices paved the way for
Touhill then highlighted a UMChancellor Blanche M. Touhill's S1. Louis student who was honored
opening remarks. Touhill reminded by the Missouri State Commission on
the audience that UM-St Louis was Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Sharilin
the first campus in the University of Kyle was praised by Touhill for her

car

remembered Dr. Martin Luther King, wijh a mock funeral on Lindell Blvd., as the greatest Civil Rights leader of all time.

leadership abilities.
Touhill reminded the audience
that King's central message was for
all of society to work together toward
common goals. She said this aspect of
King's message was ''vital'' in today's
society if any more of King's dreams
were to come true.
Touhill's speech was followed by

a musical interlude by the University
Singers.
"We were very pleased to be part
of the ceremony, and we felt it important that we were paired with the
Roosevelt High Jazz Ensemble for
some of the songs," said Bruce
Vantine, director of University Singers.

Student Curator Questions Necessity of Athletic Programs
by Bill Farnswonh
Current news reporter
"Do wereally want athletics at the

collegiate level?"
At the Student Government Association (SGA) meeting Wednesday,
Paul Matteucci, student representative to the University of Missouri
Board of Curators, questioned why
UM-St Louis needs an athletic pr0gram.

"Maybe it's time for the Board (of
Curators) to take a stance against the
expansion or maintenance of athletic
programs," Matteucci said.
But Matteucci admitted, "I have
personally never been to an (UM-8t

Louis) athletic event."
While presenting the estimated
Student Government
increases for all four campuses,
Matteucci allU said, "For some reason.
The questions of fees and athletour administration seems to think that
we need to raise our fees some per- ics were not the only subjects brought
cent more than the other campuses." . up at the meeting. DiscUssion was
His statement reflected the estimate also held on recent rulings of the
that the fees here will increase by 13.5 . University Senate, and the lack of
percent as opposed to 9.2 percent, 9.3 student participation in SGA and the
percent and 9.6 percent at the Colum- Senate. The lack of student attenbia, Kansas City and Rolla campuses, dance at Senate committee meetings
respectively. These figures are an has prompted the Senate to reduce
average of the overall increases in student membership on these comeducational, computer, student activ- mittees.
There were no SGA committee
ity, health services and housing fees.
"To tell you that I am concerned is reports at the meeting due to a lack of
an understatement," :Matteucci said. committee members present

"We might not get anything done
this year because most of the work is
supposed to get done in committee,"
SGA Chairperson Ken Johnson said.
nIt's pretty obvious that the committees aren't doing much," Johnson
said.
One of the final notes of the meeting was by SGA President Mark
Grimes. Grimes announced the publication of a bi-weekly SGA newsletter because, "the students need an
unbiased publication on campus."
Grimes also announced the opening of a StudentCourtJ ustice position
and the plans for a multi-cultural conference and a lecture-seminar course
to be called "Racism 101."

·r\ cade'm ic Departments Propose lVlore Budget Cuts
by Matt Forsythe
Current news reporter
The proposed budget cuts will have a profound impact on UM-St. Louis'
future if enacted, said representatives from some of the biggest programs on
campus.
Among those announcing definite plans for budget cuts were the School of
Business Administration, the School of Education, the College of Arts and
Sciences, the Office of Research, the Center for Metropolitan Studies and the
· James T. Bush Center.
.
Those affected by cuts outlined specific effects that the proposed cuts will
have. Many members of the panel, which included faculty, staff and students,
were in disagreement about how the cuts should be made.
The proposed cuts in Arts and Sciences would drastically affect services
provided by the school. Arts and Sciences Dean Terry Jones discussed
reducing student wage payroll by 50 percent, cutting graduate teaching
assistantships by 15 percent, lowering the number of incoming graduate
students by as much as 80 percent, not filling four new faculty openings,
lowering grants and eliminating 20 course sections and cutting Retirement
savings credits.
Jones suggested that all of these cuts would be necessary if a proposed 5.75
percentcut~

The panel told Jones they were concerned about deep cuts in the Arts and .
Sciences Doctorate Studies program. At the seven percent proposed cut rate,
Jones predicted that.all incoming graduate students would be eliminated.
Many members of the panel felt the proposed cuts should run along different
lines in order to protect this specific area of Arts and Sciences.
Dean Robert Nauss said that a 5.75 percent budget cut for the School of
Business, could corne from a new early faculty and staff retirement package.
In the event of a seven percent cut, Nauss recommended a reduction in nonregular, full-time faculty, which would mean the loss of 40 sections. The
school hopes to compensate the loss by increasing class size and hiring part. time instructocs in order to minimize revenue loss.
The budget-planners themselves admitted the cuts might be made at the
expense of quality education, causing student dissatisfaction and further
revenue loss.
The budget given by the School of Education at the 5.75 percent level was
a combination of across-the-board cuts, which would reduce personnel by 11
employees. The proposed cuts were spread out over three years, and 66 class
sections could be cut
The cuts, panel members said, could affect retaining national accreditation
and state approval.
School of Education officials were also concerned about a possible decrease in enrollment and revenues.

''The event was very moving and
very spiritual. The crowd showed a
lot of enthusiasum and excitement,
and it felt good to be appreciated,"
said University Singer Luther Baker.
Following the songs was a speech
by Rabbi Jerome Grollman of the
United Hebrew Congregation.
GroHman had participated in the
march to Washington D.C., and the
march to Selma, Ala. in the 60s. He
began his speech by talking about a

maroon chair- a chair that had become special to the Rabbi and his
family after King sat in it for 15 minutes during a visit to his temple.
GroHman recalled personal
memories about the two marches .
"Battles are never finished and
dreams are never all the way fulfilled,
but we must never give up. There is
always more to be done." GrollI!lan

See KING, page 2

Financial Aid Still Short-Staffed
by Thomas J. Kovach
editor

The UM-St Louis director of Financial Aid said her office has
returned to an eight-hour workday, but the department is still half-staffed
and students can still expect their calls to go unanswered.
"There was a letter on my desk today that said the changes were
noticeable," said Pamela Fowler, speaking Wednesday at the Women's
Center. "It's been nothing but good comments."
But Fowler said students who call the fmancial aid office will still get
a busy signal or no answer.
"One staff member works a four-hour shift and answers six phones,"
she said. "I don't anticipate that to change."
In October 1991, allegations were made that some fiIl8llcial aid
employees were given a fee to speed up application papers. Complaints
about the financial aid office were forwarded to the Department of
Education.
No investigation, however, was conducted by the Department of
Education.
Also in October, the financial aid office's hours were cut in half, due
to clerical vacancies.
"But I got a lot of positive comments, even when the office was down
to 20 hours," Fowler said.
Students like Pam Rose told The Current in October that getting a
loan had been difficult
"What really frustrates me the most is when you receive stuff about
loans ~d you turn everything in. Then you receive letters that say we
need thlS, we need that and you have to do it again," she said.
F?wlec said she is telling all potential financial aid recipients to pay
attention to requests for additional information and to not "ignore any
questions" on the application forms.
"We will not process an incomplete application," she said.
On one financial aid fonn, students are asked if they are in default on
previous loans. Folwer said if a student skips that question because they
are not in default, "you would still be considered in default."
She alsO is reminding students that they need to mainWn a good
grade point average.
"There are about $400;000 in checks that we can' t deliver hecause
some srudents don't make satisfactory academic progress. A student
must make progress toward their degree," Fowler said.
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HELP WANTED

HELPWANJED

Reporters of News, Sports and
Features wanted for University
newspaper. All reporters are paid.
Call 553-5174 ask for Tom.

1, Would you Eke to work for

yourun?
2. Would you like to set your own
hours?
.

3, Are you seH' motivated?
4. Are you a bi1 at an entrepreneur?
If you answered YES to all of the above
you", just Ills person we're looking fori
Asan American Pauage CampUl Repre.. ntatlve. you will be resp<)llSible for
placing advertising on bulletin bo.ms,
You willalso h:lVe fhcoppor1unityto work
on marketing programs for such clients
•sAmoritan Express, Ford.cd IBM. There
are no sales involved. Many of our I!pS
stay with us long after graduation. For

Computer lab assistant- Work on
campus orin WestCounty,parttirne.
Day and evening hours. Computer
experience preferred. Great experience before you graduate. To apply:
Pick up application at 543 Lucas.
Ask: for Rita Anderson.

more information, call or write us at the

Financial Aid available immediately! Share 3-bedroom rouse, central air;heat,
Special grants program. Every student fireplace, wash/dry, driveway Jmking,
eligible. No one turned down. Simple large yard, full kitchen (dishwasher), stocapplication. Send name, address and age available, no lease, near UMSLin good
$1 P&H fee (refimdable) to: Student neighborhood, mu<;tlikedogs, $2OOImooth
Services, P.O. Box 22-4026, Holly- plus split utilities. Call Robertor Orloff522wood, FL 33022.
1394.

Professional home typing. Students/Businesses . Reasonable
Rates. Quick, Quality Service.
Hampton/Chippewa area. Donna
832-4925.

·IBEARCH
rl8MlII
Library oIlnformaIion in U. S,
lM\}eS1

19.278 TOPICS · ALL SU&JECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa 'MC or COD

CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING -

i!il~• •t[.Ifl

Students needed! Earn $2,(XX}+/
month & World travel (Hawaii,
Mexiro, Ire CarilXJean). Cruise staff,
GiftSrop, ToorGuich, Waiter;WaitleSS, etc ... Holiday, Summer arxl Career EmplO)'lrent available. No experien;e necessary. Call 1-206-5454548 ext. C256.

215 W8$I Harrilon
Sea~I. , WA 98119·4107

Needed: Snxlents with nine er more
OOUIS of Accounting to JIeIEe federal
and state iocome tax reIllms fer elderly
and irxIigent citizens throogh UM-St
Louis' Volunteer Incoote Tax~
(VITA) program. Fer mae info. callJ oe

SELF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY! Earn cash distributing credit card applications on campus. Positions
available for table and/or posting reps. Call Collegiate Poster
Network: Today at 1-800-6697678.

at 432.(,673. Course credit is available.

MISCELLANEOUS
"Are you interested in participating
in
a
co-ed
personalgrowth group? The
UM-St. Louis Counseling Service is offering a counseling
group on Thursdays, 2:30-4:00,
February 13 - April 30. Enrollment limited to 6-8 participants . Call 553-5711 for more
information."

F
A
S
T
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
Frntemities, scmities, sUlderu:
clubs. Earn up to $l(XX) in one

week. Plus receive a SI<XX:l
tonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling 1-800932-0528 Ext. 65.

PANAMA CITY BEACH !!!
$99 ... 8 days 7 nights 800-8269100. Based on 5 per room.

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY

3Smm Film

ililiiWa 800·351·0222

INfORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

Or. rush $2 .00 10: Research Information
11322 IdahO Ave , I'M·A, Los Angeles. CA 90025

fo llowing addr... :

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

FREE

FREE~- ···.o::~,
2 ROLLS ~

Results Guaranteed.

Earn $400 per week plus work in
our conveniently located north
county office. Top earning salary
plus bonuses, salary commensurate with experience, part and
full - time hours available. Perfect position for college students. We will train if you have
an enthusiasatic and clear
speaking voice over the phone.
Please call Ms. Gibson at 7314660.
Mighty muse - Writing/Editing/
Typing Service, Graduate En·
glish student will prepare resumes, letters, reports, and more.
Also edit already written material and type communications
of all kinds . Quick: turn-around.
Reasonable rates. Call Linda at
962-4011.

f~O GlMWCKS -

1-800-343-5151

How do you feel about Quayle?
Yeltsin? Madonna? Jimmy
Swaggert? Meckfessel? We want
to know! Call the WGNU (920)
Party Line . . .. Mon. thru Fri. 6
a.m. - Midnite! Call in and talk.

,

~~

ENVElOl'f STUFF~ - $600· $800 evety wedr.
Free De!ak: SASE to

eroou InfeJNItlmil, III;.

.

.,
NEED EXTRA INCOME

n.

IIIIt FOR 1991?

EXTJM INCOME NOW! ___

__~~.aa.:~:.~~

Immaculate.

Central Airs (cia), Carport/Garage,
Mini Blinds, Storage $100 Security Deposit. Kohner Properties.
$325 - $365
381·1719

Firewoal - Oak, split, relivered, $50
anmk, 441-0214.

E&rn$&10. $IOOlH¥Cfqj
Fa_
•~ $1.00 '11th 5.ISE 10: OIH Group Inc.
1019U.S'Intcd· 0I~Fl32818

~

\...

GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1 (Ureprir).De1inquent tax prqxmy.

of slide fitm~ Try .r his remarkable tam tt...J;y,

-SENDME 2'FREE Roii:'s--

I Rush me rW0 lO-ex posure roll , of Y0ur highly I
I ac cla imed 35mm film. one ea ch ar 2C.('I ASA and I
I 'f()I.1 ASA , Enclosed is 52 ,00 for shipping. limir, I
1 2 rolls rer household.
I
1 ="R=~~=
~\=,,------~~~
q=~
.~=
\'E -----I
I Al""'~';
I
I em
I Mail [0:
I

I
I
I
I

" m
lJr 25278
SeaaJe FiJrnWorks EI I!~)Cl. Bay ac Pier 39
P.O. Bm H OS6 So. " le. \VA 9' 124-l v;6

rl~l :O:ultk 1;1",'.1 , .\,,- fTff' I1Im .ofr...... .l. ...~ I).ot 1It..1.,.J.- •.k" ",.~r...:

terested, please conta:.:t521-4482 or
leave a message

NarmandyEastani West
1-2 bedroom ~ents
Beautiful J&k like setting.

T ry 'his Exciting New Film "'W'hik ("'~ film) 11m
sharpness and fln~ grain compe rir.it:e wi!h orher films
of its speed. its main fane is co/or reproolLCtion.
Nuances of eolOf' me h~ld in the prinrs; You can set!
Ute difference be tween cherry Ted and romaco red. "
Photognphk Magazine
Nm". you can cry {he J S'mm film PhmographiL
"·iagazine calls the beS[ 200 ASA print film in the
\Vorld! For Free., To inrroduce you , ·.\le' li senJ
you (wo rolls Free . Fine grain, rkh color, wide

r-

1982 Honda Prelure, 5-speed, has an
AM,IFM radi<¥cassene, and electric
sunroof. $ 138Q1negctiable. Anyone in-

...

exposure lati tude- perfec t for eVl!ryday shots.
Shoot in bright or low light-i ndoors or
outdoors. And you can order r ri nts. slide!;. or
b.)[h, from the same ro ll- v:ilhout the hioh COSt

LGCO is a Sl1pIXIt group foc Lesbian Gay students,IFoculty and Staff. We are
here for supporVfriendship and have fun.
Come to a meetingorcall ourconfidential
phone line: 553-6700 for infcnnat:ioo.

FOR SALE

("r ........ .

1

L. ::.~ ...:..-.:::.!,, !::!:,!::l:.::,:':::! '~':"::==r.!;:;..J

UMSL doctoral candidate with 17
years teaching experience in ballroom and latin dances (tango,
mambo, rumba, samba, cha cha,
east and west coast swing,
Viennese waltz, English quickstep, paso doble, bolero, etc.)
available for group and individualized instruction, with or without
a partner. Reasonable rates . Call
997-0691.

R~OI1S.

Your area (1) 805
962-8(0) Ext GH-2166 for current

reJX>1ist

PERSONALS
"Gabby" Ali :
Gocd hx:k this semester! Cla$s
isn't the same without your !mile and
cheerful disJn;itioo.

KIu , Furlie, and MG good lock this
semester.
WAN1ED:

SWM, Looking . for young
man, early 20's, to settle down
with. Must be very rich .with
average looks. Need help supporting my 10 children and my
obeisity.

King from page 1
King and the Civil Rights Movement "Soooc-Will Be Done," ''We'veGoua can-Americans as strong and ready
"Integration is not enough. represents," said Marcia Cann. man- Keep Moving" and their own version fcx the future. By the endofhis speech,
of"Amazing Grace."
. titled, "Go Ye Therefore into MetroPeople must have money. We must ager of the Company~
The final speech served as an ap- politan Sl Louis," the auditorium
"We at the Black Rep are commitkeep fighting until everyone from
every backround has the same oppor- ted to the perpetuation ofhuman rights, prorriate climax of events for the shook with applause.
The presentation came to an end
which is the Civil Rights Movement ,evening. Kenneth Wallace, winner of
tunities in all fields," he sailt
The next group to take the stage, on a higher plain. We do this through the NAACP award, electrified the au- with, ''We Shall Overcome" by The
The Black Repertory Company, let the arts. We teach people about his- dience with his descriptions of the University Singers, the Roosevelt
the audience experience pan of the lay so that they are oot doomed to grealIless inherent in African-Ameri- High Jazz Ensemble and the rest of
cans. Wallace gave a picture of Afri- the audience standing hand-in-hanlt
historic struggle for civil rights. The repeat it." Cann said.
One great performance was folstruggle of Rosa Parks came alive
through the acting and singing out of lowed by another as the Roosevelt
the entire history of the Civil Rights High Jazz Ensemble took the stage.
Higher education costs are soaring
The Ensemble, directed by DelIo
Movement
"We are pleased and proud to be a Thedferd. dipped, swayed and danced
part of the celebration. We feel it is in unison to their music. The songs
Scholastic Aid Research Consultants. We will
important to remember and maintain they performed were, "Sometimes I
locate from 6-25 financial aid sources for your
the love of consciousness that Dr. Feel Like a Motherless Child,"
sailt

The solution •.•

higher education or your service fee will be refunded.

Write News For The Current
Call Michelle
553-5174

Secretarial Servicesword processing, term papers,
resumes, income taxes, laser

quality, free pick-up and delivery. Great rates. UMSL
students receive an additional 10% off services!

Secretarial Services • 895·1304

Call or Write For More Information:

DJ'ltFRANK«
l !!J3

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

831·2325

59 Florissant Oaks Shopping Center
U&.aMI

Expires 5-31-92

PMI...

PAUL MITCHELL· SEBASTIAN· MATRtX. REDKEN. NEXXUS

I
I
I

--FR-E E--1SHA-MPOO,HAlRCUT
2 SESSIONS WITH PURCHASE
10 TAN SESSIONS

.& STYLE

$30 •

only

$9 _95

~~~~~=~:~~~~~~!~~~~L

tli

'l~

I

~.1 NATIONAL
THE BOATMEN'S '
BANK

,I {

OF ST. LOUIS

FIND OUT FOR SURE.

r--.

(

~CRlSIS

.

.JL=~
~

Have your prescription filled
during class ..... .

r_

~U~tiCII Collea c SlIIdent.s1 The BOa1mCl'1 NatiCllal Bank of Sl LouiJ ia aeeItina
Ilme mput procenon for second and third shifts. good hOOn for full-time audeDu
8th and Marlcet Stn:et location.

AM I PREGNANT?

PHARMACY, INC.

PART-TIME
INPUT
PROCESSORS
'

our

P[us

••

• Free Delivery

Sane of the res~sibilities will include opening mvelopet. verifyini the oeaoUabilily
of checks. ~g a 10-key adding machine tape on the cbecl:1 and baIdJina the WOIt.
Plld (.'(l·the-Job training is provided, Sane overtime it required.

• Computerized Prescription
Drug Interaction

Our second shift houn .are fran 3 pm. - II :30 pm. and our Lhird lhift ia 10:00

• Patient Consulting on the
Correct Use of Prescription
Drugs

.!D. _ 7:30

• FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results

diffen:nti&l, plUl paid parlcing.

• Completely confidential
• C~ll or wa1.k in

IE you are looking for a part-time position with a depmciable Ichedule fixed boun aDd
grel! pay. BoIImCl'S ia the place for you.
'

a:m. (M?Sllchedules UldudeFridays and Sundays.) We ply $5.51 per boo P10'l abilt

-

r,

385-5400

Smd your resume noting this ad or apply in penon to:
The Boatmen's National Bank of Sl louis

725-3150

831-6723

227-5111

950 Francis PI.
(S1. Louis)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Flcrissant)

510 Baxter Rd.
(Ballwin)

1992 BSN
STUDENTS.

4V
~ter
~

the Air Force
immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF REALTII PROFESSIONS
TOll FREE

I-BOO-423-USAF

7605 Natural Bridge Rd

Human ReIOUrces Depl
ATTN:PrIP
1 Boabnen'. Plaza
Sl Louis, MO 63101

24- Hour Phone Service

..t...~
~.

Just Seconds
From Campus! !

1992 Graduates

--------Advertisemt;Jnt--------

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • •

CONfRACEPfIVE NEWS... FOR WOMEN ONLY!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~A

Q. My girltiiend and I have been talking,'3bout birth
control options. All the answers are complicated and
confusing. What do you suggest that is SIMPLE?
. A. Just remember these three simple letters V ... C ...F ...
and your question is answered. It doesn't stand for
Yery Qmfusing Eacts, but rather: Vaginal Contraceptive Film. VCF® is probably the simplest form of
birth control that you can buy today without a presCription or an owners manual of directions, ·

Thousands of gynecologists across America have been recommending veF
Contraceptive Film to their patients. VCP Film comes in the fonn of a 2"
semi transparent square that is extremely soft, most women say they can't even feel
VCF after it's inserted VCFis one of the easiest foons of birth control that you can
buy today. All you have to do is simply fold VCF over and insert like a tampon:
VCF begins to dissolve in a matter ofseconds. No need to worry about removing
VCF, because there is nothing to remove, VeF simply washes away naturally.
Each square of VeF contains an effective amoWlt of Nonoxynol9, the leading
spennicide recommended by doctors. SOUNDS UKE A WINNER! .

Look for VCF® CONTRACEPTIVE FILM at . ,

all VENTURE STORES. Use only as directed. .:

REGISTER NOW
On-Campus Recruiting

begilis
Februai-y 17, 1992

and continues through
May. 1992

.......••.............. ...
'

'E;qJCore your future!
'Iliis is your opportunity ~ intt.7Tlit.w witli c.ompanies lien on~campus.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Career Placement Services
In touch with your future
308 Woods Hall

,

553-5111

EDITORIALS
January 27, 1992
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Don't Slam Athletics
There are those who say time is the problem.
Then there are people like Paul Matteucci, student representative to the University of Missouri Board of Curators.
At Wednesday's Student Government Association (SGA)
meeting, Matteucci admitted he has never attended a UM-St
Louis athletic game. He told assembly members that the Board
should reconsider the role of athletics. Matteucci even said those
entering sporting events here should pay high admission prices.
For two years, Matteucci's role was to represent students at all
four campuses. Yet during his tenure, he never found time to
enjoy watching the Rivermen soccer team destroy opponents,
Deruse Silvester's volleyball team spike an opponent into the
ground or thefast-paced action of men's and women's basketball.
How can Matteucci ask the Board to re-examine athletics
when he has never sat in the bleachers to see a game?
.Computer fees are rising 14.3 percent Some students, faculty
and staff may not use computers. Others will. So why not
eliminate computers?
In fact, let's just shut down everything.
• That would be wrong. Computers and athletics are vital.
Perhaps Chuck Smith, UM-St. Louis athletic director, put it
best.
"Colleges need to provide all kinds of activites to educate and
develop students. College athletics are a part of that. It's the
physical development and the competition."
IfUM-St. Louis didn't have computers, where would students
go to do research papers and resumes?
If the university canceled or reduced the athletic program,
where would gifted student-athletes go? Fan support would
disappear and so would revenue.
The Board of Curators should seriously reconsider how important ~thletics are to UM-St. Louis. Matteucci should get out
that student identification card and watch an athletic event. He
would definitely think twice about his comments.

"Magic" Doesn't Hurt
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African-Americans Still Have "Trump Card"
by Jonathan Karl

The folks "down under" need to come up.
In May of 1990, when former
~ Australian basketball team, under advice from their team New York City Mayor Edward Koch
doctor, said they may not play the United States basketball team first read Leonard Jeffries' views
about "ice people" and "sun people",
at the Olympic Games if Earvin "Magic" Johnson plays.
Magic 'Nas the star player for the Los Angeles Lakers, but he he invited the African-American
Studies professor to his office for
tested.positive_forlhe_HIV' Yirus in ND:vember.1991. He retired, breakfast. In his now infamous speech
but has dropped'hints about playing for the Olympic basketball at the 1991 Empire State Black Arts &
team.
Cultural Festival in Albany, Jeffries
The doctor of the Australian team thinks Magic participating shared his resp:mse to the mayor.
will mean his players may get the disease if he bleeds from an ''Well, I'll come down to your office;
but first you gotta give up my pyrainjury.
mids. I would not even considez a
This type of worldwide hysteria mirrors the panic witnessed dialogue unless you are prepared to
a few years ago in America when children who tested HIV give up my pyramids." Jeffries explained: "Vie have a picture of you
positive were put in separate classrooms.
riding
on a camel around the pyraIt is obvious that the correct information about AIDS has not
mids several years ago."
reached some parts of the world. The World Health Organization,
Well, Koch never did give back
along with Olympic committee members, should reassure teams Jeffries' pyramids, but the professor
that playing against the United States will not result in a player accepted the invitation anyway. The
affable professor arrived at Koch's
catching the disease.
office accom}Elied by a bodyguard,
carrying a chart outlining the sun
people!ice people theory, and a stack
of books. (He refused the coffee and
danish Koch offered him because he
didn't want to risk being poisoned.)
Apparently resigned to the fact
that Koch would not relinquish his
hold on the Egyptian pyramids,
Jeffries took: aim at the Statue of
Liberty. ''The Starue of Liberty has
not a dam thing to do with your immigrant forbearers, Jeffries told Koch.
"It has to do with my forbearers
fighting for liberty in these United
States." Professor Jeffries unveiled a
fascinating theory: the Statue of Liberty was originally a sculpture of a

Dear Editor:
I read your article(Campus
Speeding Curbed, 1/13192) about the
crackdown on speeding (and illegal
left turns) by the Campus and
Normandy Police. I am as fed up as
everyone else about that !@#*?! noleft-tum signatS. F10rissantandMark
Twain Drive. I don't think that it's at
all fair that drivers traveling on North
F10rissant have to nun around at 1-70
in order to get into the campus, for
crying out loud!
Instead of putting up with the
!@#*?! sign any longer, I feel that
- ChancellorBlanche Touhill and Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs Sandy
MacLean should throw down the
gauntlet, that is, challenge the validity of the "turn control," as the Missouri Driver's Guide states it. Ac-

black women, but the racist Americans insisted that the French sculptor
change it. The criginal. he said, lies in
the basement of the Museum of the
City of New Yark on 103rd Street
Professcr Jeffries, or ''Dr. J" as he
is known to legions of admirers on the
City College of New Y ark: campus
where he teachers, has long peppered
his classes with funky conspiracy
theories. It's his trademark. "You're
not going to get me to move away
from these conspiracy theories. Len
Jeffries is an African conspiracy
theorist." he told aNew York. magazine reporu-x last year. If his theocies
sound wacky to us, or if we just don 't
get it Jeffries says we are suffering
from "cognitive dissonance."
Jeffries sees conspiracies everywhere- from the "Zionist cabal" in
control of CCNY to the American
legal system "designed to support the
system of white supremacy in this
nation." And, of course, there is the
AIDS conspiracy. 'There have been
scientific studies that AIDS was
manufactured in Germany. It was put
in the African population and they
can son of tmce the parallel between
where the World Health Organization was inoculating people and where
there's a concentration of AIDS," he
said in 1990.
Jeffries sees the criticism against
him as a "media assassination" both
of him personally and of the"'curriculwn of inclusion" he argued for as part
of aNew YOlk Department ofEducation task force on multiculturalism.
"It has been SO unscrupulous and unprincipled and much of it has come

cording to the Driver's Guide, cities
and municipalities have the right to
"controltums,"ootNOT,repeat,NOT
when the turn is into a MAJOR INSTITUTION and when construction
has closed the only feasible altemative, i.e., Bellerive Drive. Instead of
laughing at students being ticketed
for illegal left turns, Touhill and
MacLean should ask. Nonnandy to
get rid of the "everlasting green arrow" and the no-left-tum sign, and to
install a left-turn lane and a new set of
lights. This will cost thousands of
dollars, but will be well worthitin the.
time, patience, and money saved by
the UM-St Louis students, faculty,
and sports fans. In addition, the speed
limit on the Southbound ramp from
Eastbound 1-70 should be decreased
to 30 or even 25.
I doubt if the speeding will change

from certain members of the Jewish
community," Jeffries told a small
group of black: journalists invited to
his house fcraprivate press conference
after the controversy surrounding his

speech erupted.
Jeffries makes it clear that when
he t.a1ks about the very real problem
facing black: Americans, tie is lal1cirtg
about a carefully planned conspiracy.
Jeffries does not, however, concern
himself with specific racial incidents,
avoiding comment on even the hottest outbreaks of racial tension in New
Yark. Instead, he is a big picture race
theorist. His most famous theory is
about "sun people" and "ice people."
"We've not created any concept
of ice and sun. Ice and sun are very
real and scientific. We are sun people,
people of color because of the sun, the
melanin factor. Europeans have a lack
of melanin and have lost a great deal
of it because much of the European
development has been in the caves of
Europe where you do not need melanin. So the factor of ice is a key factor
in the development of the Ewupeans,
biologically, culturally, economically,
and socially. "
1be European "economy of ice,"
Jeffries asserts, produced barbarism
and homosexuality, but the African
"economy of sun" produced a value
system based on "the three C' s: communal' cooperative and collective."
Jeffries uses what he calls a
"framework of analysis" in unveiling
this theory. It works like this: Your
economy is related to your ecology
begets your sociology which is related to your politics. He adds: "Ecoh

anytime soon. I know that in the long
run,increasedsecuritywilleffectively
reduce speeding on campus. The
Campus Police should be commended
for their work in stopping speeders
and preventing on-campus crimes,
although there is still plenty of both
kinds of activity.
Adam E. Dean

nomics, politics, and culture relate as
ecological, sociological, and psychological dimensions relate. It is this
relationship which we as Africans
have to work and make work for us."
Confused? It all comes back to the
melanin. Blacks are oppressed today,
but they have a trump ~ they can
play against their melabih-deficient
white oppressors. In the New York
magazine interview, he revealed the
power of melanin.
"Melanin is responsible, based on
the research I hav€>- one docwnent is
500 pages, 2,237 references from the
University of Basel- melanin is possibly responsIble fa brain development, the neurosystem, and the spinal
colwnn. Without these elements, we
are not human. You have to be melanin to be human. Whites are deficient
because of the circwnstances of ice,"
he said.
Despite the "melanin factor,"
Jeffries himself is a continual victim
of the white/Jewish conspiracy:
"There's an orchestrated attack by the
[historian Arthur] Schlesingers and
the [American Federation of Teachers President Albert] Shankers
working with white conservativesthe George Wills, the Heritage
Foundation," he said in his July
speech. But he also announced his
response, the grand Jeffries counterconspiracy: ''We're pinpointing their
relationship; we're putting it into our
African computer; the docwnent is
being prepared."

This commentary by]onathanKarl,

editor of the Freedom Review, appeared in the Decemberllanuary edition of Diversity Magazine

Does increasing
tuition have your
pockets empty?
If yo u w ere t he
Cha nce llo r, what
would you do?
Write a letter to the
editorl
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Don't Judge A Book By Its Cover
elvis hotline

by Greg Albers
columnist
The tennis star looks into
the camera and smiles. Teeneyboppers go mad and he says,
"Image is everything."
Well, I guess if you're a
perennial underachiever and
have never won a major tournament, despite being one of the
top-ranked players, you have to
have something to fall back on.
What happens in 10 years w hen
that beautiful flowing hair is
flowing down the drain after
every shower?
While I don't s hare his opinion about image, it seems to
work for him. That scares me.
As sad is it may be, in this
country image is indeed becoming everything. How do we
elect our leaders? The same way

we did in the seventh grade
class elections. The coolest one
wins.
Whoever looks and sounds
best on television has the inside
track to getting elected. Smiles
and sound bites take precedence
over intelligence and qualifications. The politicians know this,
so they make no effort to give
us anything real to judge them
on. Campaigns are won by
image consultants and all
meaning is lost in the battle of
talking heads.
Is this a healthy way for a
society to function? I think it is
time to rethink our priorities
and remember what our grandfathers told us, "You can 'tjudge
a book by its cover." I'd like to
add something to that little
proverb, "The cover doesn't
make the book."
Some people spend all their
time and energy perfecting their
images and they neglect all that
is really important. It's what's

.~.....

.

.

inside thatcounts. I know, that's
the oldest cliche in the book,
but think about it. Looks, money
and fashion will fade with time
and then you're stripped down
to the most basic elements of
your humanity. It's up to each
person to discover what they
are, and develop them for
themselves. But if you're only
concerned with the superficial,
and you wait until it's too late,
all you're left with is an empty
shell.
Other people create an image for themselves because it's
the way they want to be seen,
not because it reflects anything
about their personality. They
end up living a lie.
I'm not saying a well-polished image is bad; in fact I
believe it's important because
it gives people a clue as to who
you are. But that's all it should
be. There has to be more to life
than how you are perceived by
other people. If your image is
everything, then all you've accomplished is transforming
yourself into a meaningless
walking billboard .
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CONfRACEPTIVE NEWS ... FOR WOMEN ONLY!

~5i

A. Doesn't it seem that every new product on the
market today gets bigger and clumsier to handle.
Men must have thought of these products . Well, you
should consider VCF® Contraceptive Film, its all of
a 2" square, as thin as a tissue, each packaged in its
own pouch and as portable as a condom.

ONE-ON-ONE
ADULTS ONLY!

BLONDES
BRUNETIES
REDHEADS
Beautiful women just waiting
to talk to you 24 hours a day.

CALL NOW!

Q. I am tired of carrying bulky contraceptives
around. I need a contraceptive that is discreet
(preferably one that fits nicely in my purse).

Thousands of gynecologists across America hav e been recommending VCF
Contraceptive Film to their patients. VCF Film comes in the fonn of a 2"
semitransparent square thai is extremely soft, most women say they ca.T1'teven feel
VCF after it's inserted VCF is oneof the easiest forms of birth control that you can
buy today. All you have to do is simply fold VCF over and insert like a tampon:
VCP begins to dissolve in a matter of seconds. No need. to worry about removing
VCP. because there is nothing to remove. VCF simply washes away naturally.
Each square of VCP contains an effective amount of Nonoxynol 9. the leading
spermicide recommended by doctors. SOUNDS liKE A WINNER!

•
10'

Look for VCF® CONTRACEPTIVE FILM at
all VENTURE STORES. Use only as directed.

53.99 per minute
c 1992 National Media Matketing. Phoenix, Arizona
(602) 263·5464

;

YOU MAY BINGE ALONE
BUT YOU DON'T
HAVE TO FACE IT ALONE.
Some people with eating disorders
won't eat in public. Many go on huge
eating biI1ges. Some won't touch a '
cookie, but will eat two boxes of gra·
nola bars instead. Some people eat odd
combinations of food. Others carefully
mash everything on their plate together
befDre touching it. Still others purge
themselves with laxatives, diet pills,
or excessive exercise.
If you think you have an
eating disorder, the first
thing you 'llieam in one of
our group sessions is that

you're not alone. Sharing a secret 6f an
eating disorder with others can be the
start of a healthy life.
The doctors at our Eating Disor·
ders Program can help you determine
whether group or individual counseling
is best for you.
But first, you need to realize that
an eating disorder can be dangerous to
your health, and you should
talk to someone about it.
For information on our
program, please call
963-3500.
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Saint Louis University
Medical Center
The Knowledge • The Technology • The Care .
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The Story That Won't Go Away
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CIRRUS.

The AutoDlatic Teller
Normandy Bank Custom.rs, Qet your application at the facility i'n University Center or call uaat 383.
5555. If you haye youraccount at another bank,'your ATM card can be used at the machine in Uniyer.
sity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it .
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NOWPLAYING

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121 .

383"5555

Member FDIC'
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Rivermen Head Into Rough Waters
Ranked Second In MIAA

didn't know bow long it would continue. The benching ofRoder was most
surprising because he had started every
game, and played more minutes than
any other Riverman.
Senior Guard Barry Graskewicz
stepped into Roder's position and
promptly scored a game-high 22 points
against Emporia. This effort proves
that the Rivermen make up for their
lack of size in the versatility of their

,

. by Russell L. Korando
sports editor

undefeated Washburn, the number one
. team in Division II basketball, looms

large Feb. 22.
During practice, Assistant Coach
Should the Rivermen erm-zge as
Chico Jones stands stoically at one end the team they are capable ofbecoming,
of the court. h1s stance oot unlike a drill like in the 74-67 win at home against
sergeant. Jones' seemingly unblinking EmporiaState,Jan.18,theyhaveasbot
gaze sautinizes every move of the at a MIAA post-season berth.
young Rivermen.
.
"If we show up, wecan beat anybody,"
bench.
On the floor, Bill WaIker, who is in WaIm said. ''Our size isn't going to
Kevin Sneed, who started all 28
a constant state of motion, claps his intimidate anyone, .so we have to be at
games
last year, has filled in for Moore,
hands and commands the team to an: the top of our game. "
and his 6'7" frame gives the Rivermen
other drill WaIm has been assistant
The Rivetmen failed to 'show up'
two more inches in height, at center.,
coachf<rtheRivennenbalmostthree Jan. 15, against Missouri-Rolla, and
Meckfessel had a message for his
years,
and
Jones,
who
has
a
MEd.
in
were surprisingly routed 110-85.
by Russell L. Korando
players
in response to who was starting
secondary education from UM-St
"A lot of people were saying that
sports editor
the
ballgame.
He said, "The important
Louis, has been a member ofthecoa::h- Emporia had as good of a team as
thing
is
not
who
starts the game, but
.
Last Monday, people of all races ing staff for 13 years.
Rolla, but Rolla played a great game,"
who
finishes
it."
celebrated Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Along with Head Coach Rich Walker said.
"Last year we went with the same
Day. King, who was one of the most Meckfessel, Jones and Walker are tryMeckfessel saidtheteam still lacked
1ine-upfor all 28 games, you don't see
revered black Civil Rights leaders, ing to keep the Rivennen' s ship aflO!l1 the cohesion of last year's, and has
that too often," Meckfessel said.
. was needlessly murdered 24 years ago in a nasty stretch of conference games changed around the starting lineup.
"Right now, were still making too
by James Earl Ray.
on the road.
Starters center Mike Moore and guard
many
turnovers," he said. "Actually,
The common thread to King's
They began the road trip by'losing Steve Rode1" were benched, foc what
since
we've
changed a couple of startstruggles was that he summoned his n-73 to ~ Southwest Baptist Uni- Meckfessel referred to as "internal
ers
and
cut
down
on turnovers."
race to take charge of their lives,but he versity Beareats Thursday. The matters." Meckfessel pointed out that
After
Smokey
Evans completed
never advocated bloodshed. Ironically, Rivermen (8-7), have l'Iot beaten both players floor time hasn't been
history shows us that no discourse of Southwest Bapt;ist since 1989. If they reduced much.
See B-BALL, page 6
this magnitude can be resolved without have some wind left, theRivermen will
Photo: DirK Aetcher
Roder nor Moore wanted to commankind using weapons instead of their have to suck it in even fmther because ment on their bench assignments, and Up·RIVER : Cory Oliver goes up for a basket against UM-Rolla,
brains.
"If we are arrested everyday," King
said, "don't ever let anyone pull you so
low as to hate them. We must use the
weapon of love."
by Ariel Lystat
I started reflecting on all of this
Currern sports reporter
the good of her teammates says an
when I realized that I fmally had a day
awful lot about her."
The first thing that seems out of
off. With two jobs, this one in which I
"We're playing much more
place
for the nationally ranked UM-SL
invest about 60 hours a week trying to
confidently now," she said. "Two
Louis
swim leam is their dual meet
pull off, and school everyday of the
or three games ago, we were playrecord
of3-8.
But what the team has is
week, I wanted, somehow, to pay my
ing not to lose and now, we're
a
group
of
friendly
competitors, each
respects for a few moments of solace.
playing to win. This is the way we
with
their
ovm
special
goals, and all
Many people think that we .are no
want to playas opposed to the way
swimmers
have
a
ftnn
grasp
on the big
further along today in our knocking
we played befere.! think we're much
picture.
down the barriers of understanding any
m<re poised with the ball."
However, if you check the history
culture but our own. This is true for the
Steinhoff, the leading careeL
of
theprogram
, there is ahistoryofitnot
David Dukes of the world, but I see
scaerfocthe RivelWomen, said she
being
strong
in
dual meets under Coach
plenty of evidence t1>.at mutnal respect
is happy with the way the team is
,Mary
Liston.
Liston
has been earnestly
between blacks and whites exists.
playing.
trying
to
figure
out
this
dilemma
Being a veteran of the military, and
She said the coofidence will Delp
Liston
has
a
policy
of
tailoring the
having a lifelong involvement with
out because the RivelWomen will
Photo: Dirk Fletcher
program
to
invitational
and
national
sports has deflIlitely shaped my opinbe playing four away games.
competition, which focuses on strong SWIM HARD: Coach Mary
ion that these two avenues are impor"I think that the team is much
competitioTL By looking at Liston's team is nationally ranked .
individual
tant to racial understanding.
more balanced although we have
Liston's
track
record it is obvious only
We castigate the military for eating
Last year, Waldo Roither transfered
been letting teams score too many
one
sv.Wuner
at a time has made the
up millions of tax dollars, and beating
atmid-semester,and
was the final piece
points against us," Steinhoff said. '1
break through to national visibility.
up on third world countries, when there
to
the
200
yard
medley
with his buttersure we'll play IRtlY well."
In 1990 it was a different story
are more pressing matters here at home.
fly
perfqrmance.
The Riverwomen starting centhough. The UM-SL Louis relay made
Right now, Congress is starting a mas"There hasn't been a change in
ter, Liz Sqwbb said that she feels
the top eight in the U.S., and 1992 holds
sive scale down of tile military juggerphilosophy,
it is still the fastest four
Photo: Nicole Menke
happy that the team has come toan excellent chance for four relays to
naut built in the early years of Ronald
guys,"
Roither
said.
gether and tluu the games they have
TWO MOORE: Rhonda Moore scored 2,572 points in high schooL
make the meet in Grand Forks, N.D"
Reagan's administration.
Roither
added,
"A good relay
won have been very important in
where the NCAA Division II Nationals
Studies show blacks go to inferior
you
up
for
your
individual races,
pumps
five players averaging double figures this respect
by Alfie M. All
will be held.
schools than whites, a legacy King
and
actually
helps
you
do your best"
Current sports reporter
per game," she said.
"We're pretty confident, alHow do the athletes, who know
thought a critical factor in changing his
TItis
year
Roither
has
moved to the
The Riverwomen are 4-1 in con- though these games are among the
Liston's philosophy adjust to this change
race's future. A military scale-down
200
yard
free-style,
and
out of last
The Missouri Intercollegiate ference play and 6-9 ovenill.
first on the road," Squibb said. '1
change in approach?
means it will raise the expectations of
years
SPOL
Athletic Association can breath a
Morse said that the team is playing think they will be competition in the
"It's not really a change," Liston
their standards to join. At this rate, the
. sign of relief. After beating up on better defensively.
"The change in races hasn'tmadea
beginning, but we will ron ove:
said,
"fourfastmenmakeonefastrelay."
only people qualified for the Army will
difference"
..I'm racing with two of the
four conference opponents, the UM"We need to hold teams down to them."
"I'vealwaysputemphasisonfastswims
be the ones in the upper crust school
fastest
sprinters
in the nation," he said.
St'Louis Riverwomen suffered a about 70 points, but right now, they're
Squibb added: "fm delighted.
wheneverwedivein the JX>01 ," she said,
districts. Nothing but yuppies in the
One of those swimmers is sopho82-74 loss to Southwest Baptist scoring 75 to 80 points against us ," she It's about time we started playing
This is easy to say from the deck of
military is a scary thought to me.
more Ted Fischer, who transfered from
University Thursday.
said. 'These two road games are going well. These four games that we have
the
pool,
but what about the view from
Many will disagree with the view
Ohio
State, and was the Missouri State
Kim Coq>erandMonica Steinoff to be a test for us."
won are very important. "
the water?
of the military being beneficial in elHigh
School champion in the 50 yard
led the Riverwomen with 17 and 16
One of the keys that has led to the
For those who are not aware, relays free-style and 100 yard butterfly.
evating the status of blacks in America,
points, respectively.
Riverwomen's success is the switch of
are four swimmers, each swimming 50
Fischer said he doesn'tseeachange
but it does provide many with the 0pBut Riverwomen Head Coach SteinhoffandRhonda Moore. Steinhoff
Upcoming Home Games
or 100 yards. A medley relay has each in the team priority's or philosophy.
portunities to receive a better educaBobbi Morse said she is still pleased is now the point guard and Moore
Quincy
Jan. 27
swimmer doing a different stroke, and a
"Fast individual swims lead to fast
tion, and be in a position of equality or
with her team's pe,formance
becomes the shooting guard.
Uncoln
Jan. 29
free-style relay has each person doing relays," Fischer said. 'There maybe
leadership.
.
'Tmhappy,"Morsesaid. ''We're
"A lot of people don't realize just
Southwest Baptist Feb. 12
the same saoke,
was some expectation that since I'm a
Sports, in many ways, also provide
playing well right now, and getting how much Monica wants to win,"
Missouri Southem Feb. 15
UM-SL Louis is ranked in the top Division I transfer, I would be faster."
the same chances for equal standing
together as a team. The girls are Morse told the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Pittsburgh State
Feb. 17
10 in Division II in all four relays, with
Fischer said because he started
and recognition, but it too, is seen as
playing very well. We have four or "That she is sacrificing some points for
the 200 yard free-style and 200 yard
more of a concern than a cure.
medley being the programs strong suiL
See SWIM, page 6
Like the military, sports puts people
side by side. These people depend on
the man or woman to their right and
left. Athletes and soldiers of all races --------,Advertisement----_____
mustlive,eat.shower,andmostimportantIy respect each's beliefs,
When you've fallen on the field of
CONfRACEPTIVE NEWS... FOR WOMEN ONLY!
combat or the playing field, sometimes
Q. My boyfriend believes I don't need birth
you may look up to find the hand
control ifh~ is using a condom. I don't! What
reaching to help you up is a different
can
you recommend to use in conjunction
color.
SIX FLAGS OVER MID-AMERICA
Open call auditions fo ( performers 16
with
this method to be extra careful?
Wayne Smith, a black man from
All registrations begin 30 minutes prior to scheduled call.
years of age or older, Limit your auditIOn to
Washingron D.C., introduced me to the
1 minute,
Friday & Saturday, February 7 & 8
anguish be and his family lived with,
SINGERS must bring music in their key and
A. That's because he can't become pregnant. If you
Six Flags Over Mid-America, Eureka, MO
may be asked to dance, (No a cappella
Palace Music Hall
He was my first roommate atFt Bragg,
want extra protection a spermicide method such as
auditions and no taped or recorded accomand for over a year, we learned first
VCF® is a great backup to use with a condom. VCF
paniment, please, A piano and accompanist
10:00 a.m.-Call for Dancers and Special Call for
hand what the facts and myths were in
will be available,)
Actors & Actresses who sing
,
Contraceptive Film is simple, effective and discreet.
(Please prepare a one-minute, cOll,ledlc .
each's culture.
DANCERS will be given a combination by
Most women can't even feel VCF after it's inserted.
monologue and bring sheet musIc In your key.)
our choreographer. (Those who also sing
Maybe these views are too simplisshould bring music in their key,)
1:00 p.m.-Call for Singers
Thousands
of
gynecologists
across
America
have
been
recommending
VCF
tic in a problem as great as race relaCALL-BACK AUDITIONS will be on the
Contraceptive Film to their patients. VCF Film comes in the form of a 2"
tions. The playing fields are not yet
Interviews for Technical & Wardrobe positions will
Sunday following General Auditions.
semitransparent square that is extremely soft, most women say they can't even feel
be conducted at the Audition site,
level Out of the lOS Division I college
Please
be
prepared
to
attend,
if
selected,
VCF after it's inserted VCFis one of the easiestfonns of birth control that you can
football teams, there is not one black
buy today. All you have to do is simply fold VCF over and insert like a tampon:
head cooch among them.
VCF begins [0 dissolve in a matter of seconds, No need to worry about removing
King once warned that a "whirlVeF. because there is nothing to remove, VCF simply washes away IUIUlrally.
Each square of VCF contains an effectiv6 amOlmt of Nonoxynol-9. the leading
wind of revolt~ would overcome the
OVER MID-AMERICA-spermicide recommended by doctors. SOUNDS UKE A WINNER!
nation if blocks civil rights were denied. Maybe,with more interaction,
Lookfor VCF® CONTRACEPTIVE FILM at
people will Wlderstand his message.
all VENTURE STORES. Use only as directed.

SportsAnd Military;
Barometers Of

Society?

More Defense Equals Wins For River:women

UM-St. Louis Swimmers Get "Big Picture"

SINGERS * DANCERS * ACTORS

~:4
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Seventies Aptitude Test:
How Much Do You Know?
Instructions: Relax. These are
not the SATs restrrrected from the
recesses of high school helI- the test
that detennined our futures. Youwon't
need prep courses or books: You won 't
have to fIll in hundreds oflittlecircles,
double check the spelling of your
name (to get your 200 points) , sit four
hours straight in hard plastic chairs,
listen to the same dull instructions
between the test sections, and triple
check your penciled circles to make
sure you didn't make a stupid mistake,
knowing full-well that the whole test
was one big stupid mistake!
This is a different SAT. This is a
Seventies Aptitude Test, designed to
assess the decade's damage to your
psyche. So kick up your heels, grab a
No.2 pencil, and take as much time as
you need to answer the questions.
Remember, cheat, cheat, cheat (the
answers follow the test).

How Do The '70s Compare With Today? You Be
The Judge ...
THEN
NOW

4. Actress who played Alice on ''The
Brady Bunch?"
Alice B. Tokias
Ann B. Davis '
AuntBea
Susan B. Anthony
E. Johnny B. Goode

A.
B.
C.
D.

THEN

False eyelashes

Tattooed eyeliner

"Rocky Horror Picture Show" "Rocky Horror Picture Show"
disaster from the Seventies:
A. A tidal wave capsizing a cruise
ship
B. An earthquake destroying Los
Angeles in sensurround
C. A meteor crashing in New
York City
D. A great white shark terrorizing
the Long Island resort town, Amity
E. Phyllis Diller before her face
lift

"Reprinted with pennission from

Stuck in the Seventies: 113 Things
From the 1970s ThaJ Screwed Up The
Generation, a 200 page illustrated
humor book. Ask for it at your local
bookstore. ©1991, Bonus Gooks."

Schlitz, Bill, and Shatz Beer

Bud, Bud Light, Bud Dry

Converse and Puma sneakers

Nike Air Jordans and Reebok
Pumps

Nair Lotion Hair Remover

Epilady

Wrangler hip huggers,
bellbottomjeans, Toughskins,
Freedom jeans, and Levi's
corduroys

Levi's 501, 505, and 550,
Stonewash, Instant Old, and
Regular jeans

Five-speed, stick shift, chopper bikes with yellow banana
seats, and multi-color streamers and tire spokes

..

Optom_~

"~ove<

I
a challenging

:
:

future with opportunities to
advance. Serve your country
while you serve your career with:

I

• great pay and benefits
• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental
care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
Find out how to qualify as an Air
Force professional. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

:
:
I

:

TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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=
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B-BALL from page 5
his transfer from Arkansas State the
Riverrnen picked up their second
player this month. Freshman
Jermaine Morris began play after the
semester began, but Evans will not be
e~gible to play until January of next
year.
Evans J2laxed his high school
basketball a1 Cardinal Ritter, and
Meckfessel said he would bring another dimension to the team.
"From what I've seen of him, he

lookS like a complete player,"
Meckfessel said. "Smokey is an outstanding jumper, and is very quick,"
he said.

--------Advertisement---------

CONTRACEPTIVE NEWS... FOR WOMEN ONLY!

~A

This coupon
entitles you to
come to The
Current and
write as many
stories as your
little heart
deisres, for a
whopping '
$5.00 a story.
So get out the
scissors and

Roseanne and Dan Conner

Charlie's Angels

The Golden Girls

Horse Meat

McLean Deluxe

Bo Derek

Milli Vanilli

Danny Paruidge

Bart Simpson

Wacky Packs

Desert Storm cards

Kojak

Sinead O'Connor

Q. My girlfriend and I have used condoms for a
while now. Is there any birth control we can use
that doesn't effect sensitivity like condoms?

.Womac(s

522-1065

Barber Style Shop
Featuring also Beauty Service
8452 S. Florissant Rd.
(One block north of t:\1SL)

Don't wait untiL its too We!

I

:
:
I

:
:
I .

:
:
I

:

I
I
I
I
I cash-in now!! I
I
I
Icn::o expirtation da@::>1

3. ThefrrstnameofSonnyandCher's

training later than the rest of the team
the pressure of being 'fast' was eased
a bit, although he's been "going for it"
in his new spot
SeruOf Dan Bostelmann, of St
Louis Prep, is the only four year veteran of the program. He said he fmds
it easier to race as a team, and he feels
it has produced his bestperformances.
"Last year seta precedent in that it
made it possible to have national relays as a goal," Bostelmann said.
Bostelmarm believes individual
swimmers foster somewhat of a "God
status" because he is thinking only of
himself and not the team as a whole.
UM-St Louis will compete at
Washington U. in a two my competition, Jan. 24"25. They will then travel
to Grinnell, IA on Jan. 31. These two
meets offer more chance for Liston ~s
swimmers to show what they can do.
The expectation is having one of her
swimmers tearing off a fast time.
All-Americans Jeff Heveroh and
Mike Brickey have already qualified
for post season competition. Liston
said they were looking forward to
having relay swims as part of the
national meet
''When you are swimming that
last relay (400 yard free), you are
racing with four energies focused into
one," Fischer Said.

Carol and Mike Brady

r---------. Your new home
away from home

:
:

Clinical Psychologists

~

A. Sensurround is to "Earthquake"
B. Charlie is to his Angels .
C. Leather and studs are to "Rocky
Horror Picture Show"
D. The Verrazano Narrows is to
"Saturday Night Fever"
E. The Great Gazoo is to Fred
Flintstone

Swim from page 5

Pee Wee Herman

Twenty speed, electronic shift,
mountain bikes with heanpulse
monitor

I

2. The Tallahatchee is to Ode to Billy
Joe as:

A. Cherokee Nation
B. Rob Camilletti
C. Chastity
D. Moon Unit
E. Gypsie

Captain Kangaroo and Miss
Jane of "Romper Room"

5. Name the most horrifying natural

A. Reuben Kinkaid to fall in love
with Shirley Partridge
B. Bluto to smash a guitar against
the wall during a Delta House toga
party
C. Florida Evans to stop paying
for JJ's singing lessons
D. The awarding of the Grammy
to Electric Light Orchestra in 1975
E. A love-sick, tone-deaf kidnapper to abduct Sabrina Duncan on
"Charlie's Angels"

Erst and only child:

NOW

Horshack, Epstein, Brandon, Brenda, Dylan and
Boom Boom and Vinnie
Kelly

Answers: 1: b. 2: d. 3: c. 4: b. 5: e.
1. "I gave my love a cherry, that had
no stone. I gave my love a chicken,
that had no bone, I gave my love a
story ... " .
The preceding lyrics, when
sung, prompted:

January 27, 1991

THE CURRENT

.. _-----_
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If you're new on campus, you may have noticed that other
students spend a lot of time at Kinko's. Drop in and
discover why Kinko' s is the most popular hangout
on campus. We're saving a place for you.

»

Quality copy services

»
»

Full color copies
In-store computer renlal

,•
•
•

Presentation materials
Binding and finishing
School supplies .
Resume packages

kinko's

8

the copy center

Open 7 days
524-7549
8434 Florrisant Rd.
(3 blocks from campus)

11th ANNUAL CELEBRATION!

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

A. Yes, there is a relatively new product you should
try called VCF® Contraceptive Film, a birth control
method for women that you can buy without a
prescription. One of the great aspects of VCF is
that in most cases neither partner can feel VCF
after it has been inserted.

Thousands of gynecologists across America have been recommending YCP
Contraceptive Pihn to their patients. YCP Pilm comes in the fonn of a 2"
semitransparent square that is extremely soft, most women say they can't even feel
YCP after it's inserted YCP is one of the easiest forms of birth control that you can
buy today. All you have to do is simply fold YCP over and insert like a tampon:
YCP begins to dissolve in a matter of seconds. No need to worry about removing
YCP, because there is nothing to remove, YCF simply washes away naturally.
Each square of YCP contains an effective amount of Nonoxynol-9, the leading
spennicide recommended by doctors. SOUNDS LIKE A WINNER!

Look for VCF® CONTRACEPTIVE FILM at
all VENTURE STORES. Use only as directed.
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. THIS SIGN
• TOURWAY INN •
·THEREEF· ,,.: - 7 nights -

••• 4()O/o

of minority youth CANT.
- 7 nights -

Join the Y READ tutoring
program today.
Call 935-5010.·
Training sessions will be held at the Compus Y
Wednesday,February 5, 5:30 pm • 10:30 pm Sunday,
February 8, 12:00 noon • 5:00 pm.
Tutors must attend both training sessions

Join YREAD

...

and share a world ofwords

~~~~.,~

